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Abstract
Background: Smartphones and their applications (apps) impact society and health care. With the growth of
smartphone users and app downloads in China, patients with chronic diseases have access to a self-management
strategy for physical activity. Although studies report physical activity apps improve the physical activity of patients,
data is limited concerning their use of these apps. Therefore, this study investigated the current usage, willingness
to use, and barriers to using physical activity apps of Chinese patients with chronic diseases.
Methods: We designed a questionnaire to collect data from chronic disease patients in a tertiary hospital in Beijing,
which was sent to 250 patients in four departments.
Results: Two hundred eighteen questionnaires were returned (87.2% response rate). Most (92.7%) respondents
owned a smartphone, 34.9% had used a physical activity app, and 18.8% were current users. Additionally, 53.7%
were willing to use a physical activity app designed for them. Respondents more likely to use physical activity apps
were younger (i.e., ≤ 44 years), more educated, current smartphone users, and previous users of physical activity
apps; moreover, they believed they needed exercise, their disease required exercise instruction and support, and
their physical status needed monitored when exercising (p < 0.05). Main barriers to using apps reported were
insufficient function, difficulty of use, extra cost, and security issues.
Conclusions: Our results indicate sizeable smartphone ownership among Chinese patients with chronic diseases;
moreover, over half of our participants report they would use a physical activity app designed for them. This
information can be leveraged by healthcare workers managing patients with chronic diseases.
Keywords: Chronic disease, Physical activity, mHealth, Exercise, Health informatics

Background
As of July 2012, about 260 million Chinese have been
diagnosed with chronic diseases (e.g. Cardiovascular
Diseases, Respiratory Diseases and Diabetes Mellitus)
that are responsible for 85% of the total deaths and 70%
of the total medical cost in China [1]. These chronic
diseases are a growing public health concern in not only
China, but also Western countries. Mortality can be reduced and quality of life improved by reducing health
behaviors related to risk factors. Physical inactivity is
modifiable risk factor that contributes to the premature
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death of patients with cardiovascular disease, cancer,
diabetes mellitus, and other chronic diseases [2]. Although (1) physical activity is associated with improved
physical function, psychological well-being, mortality
rates [3, 4], and overall health, and (2) physical activity
can be made inexpensive, accessible, and acceptable to
patients, the percentage of Western patients who reach
exercise goals remains suboptimal [5]. For example, 85%
of Canadian adults and 97% of American adults fail to
meet public health guidelines for physical activity [6]. In
response, attempts are being made to promote physical
activity through the use of smartphone apps. The same
situation is occurring in China [7].
Smartphone and mobile technology have become ubiquitous. As of July 2015, the China Internet Network
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Information Center reports that 594 million Chinese are
cellphone netizens (i.e., active users of the Internet via
Internet-enabled devices) [8]. In addition, a number of
mobile health (mHealth) technology advances (i.e.,
health-related smartphone apps) are improving lifestyles
and altering care delivery. In 2012, the number of
health-related smartphone apps available on the Mac
App Store was over 13,000 and rising, of which 6.97%
were exercise related [9]. In May 2013, iTunes and
Google Play offered 875,683 and 696,527 active apps,
respectively, and 41,246 of these were categorized as
health and fitness [10]. Knight et al. searched iTunes
and Google Play mobile app stores in 2014 and found
2,400 physical activity apps, of which 379 were eligible
in English [6]. Our previous study analyzed the iOS App
Store and the four main Android app stores in mainland
China, and we found 310 iOS and 220–400 Android
physical activity apps were available, and 16.3–44.3% of
them had been downloaded over 10,000 times [11].
Research about the use of smartphone apps for
improving physical activity is in its early stages, but
increasing. For example, Fanning et al. conducted a
meta-analysis on increasing physical activities with mobile devices and concluded that it was an effective means
for influencing physical activity behavior [12]. In a systematic review, Stephens et al. assert that smartphone
apps and text messaging interventions are indeed innovative and well-accepted strategies to reduce specific
cardiovascular risk factors (e.g., decreased weight, waist
circumference, and body mass index) [13]. More recently, in a report of the SMART Move randomized
controlled trial to evaluate the effectiveness of a smartphone app in increasing physical activities in primary
care, Glynn et al. demonstrate that a self-designed app
increased physical activity over 8 weeks in a primary
care population [2]. In addition, in a review of apps for
promoting physical activity that included 15 eligible
studies (i.e., six were qualitative research studies, eight
were randomized control trials, and one was a nonrandomized study with a pre-post design), Steven et al.
assert apps can be effective in promoting physical activity [14]. In a more recent systematic review that examined the efficacy of 21 interventions that use apps to
improve diet, physical activity, and sedentary behavior in
children and adults, Schoeppe et al. [15] present 14
studies that targeted physical and provided statistically
significant health improvements. All of these studies not
only provide evidence that app-based interventions to
improve physical activity can be effective, but also
suggest that apps may become an important driver for
promoting physical activity.
However, the application of these apps requires an adequate understanding of the disposition of patients to
accept and adhere to interventions that feature the apps.
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Moreover, although considerable research on this topic
has been conducted in the Western context, the collection of data vis-à-vis the smartphone app use of the
Chinese population is only beginning. As a result, we
have a limited understanding of the user preferences of
the Chinese population concerning smartphone apps—espeicially ones related to health. It is against this backdrop that we sought to examine (1) the dispositions and
willingness of Chinese chronic disease patients to using
a physical activity app and (2) the characteristics of
patients who likely to use physical activity apps (3) the
barriers these patients reported to using the apps. Our
results can inform subsequent research to integrate
smartphone physical activity apps into interventions
to engage patients with chronic diseases—in either a
Western or Chinese context—in the self-management
of their physical activity behaviors.

Methods
Setting

This study was conducted in four outpatient departments
(i.e., cardiovascular, respiratory, endocrinology, and cerebrovascular diseases) of the Beijing Chaoyang Hospital, a
tertiary hospital affiliated with Capital Medical University.
Study design and sample

During a 2-month period in 2015, following a crosssectional study design, a convenience sample of 250
patients with a diagnosis of chronic diseases (e.g., cardiovascular disease, cerebrovascular disease, respiratory
disease, and diabetes mellitus) was surveyed via an anonymous questionnaire. Inclusion criteria were (1) had
been diagnosed with one of the aforementioned chronic
diseases for at least 3 months, (2) 18 years or age or
older, (3) willing to participate, and (4) has ability for
self-care. Exclusion criteria were (1) left questions
unanswered on the questionnaire, (2) hospitalized with
acute illness, (3) has a psychological or cognitive disorder, and (4) has a physical limitation that would inhibit
physical activity.
Instruments

Our self-designed, paper-and-pencil questionnaire (see
Additional file 1) consisted of 24 questions, organized
into three parts: (1) a demographic profile (i.e., five
items) which comprised age, gender, marriage status,
level of education, and work status; (2) patient health
status (i.e., five items), which comprised height, weight,
medical diagnoses, self-care status, and activity performance capacity; (3) current status of doing exercise,
current status or using activity apps, and willingness of
and barriers to using physical activity apps (i.e., 14
items).
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For the assessment of the item that queried self-care
status, which graded the response according to four
levels, inter-rater reliability (i.e., r = 0.82) has been demonstrated by Su et al. [16]. Level 1 comprises patients
who completely depend on others and do not perform
self-care, which includes eating, bathing, and using the
toilet. Level 2 comprises patients who are capable of
self-care. Level 3 comprises patients who are not only
capable of self-care, but also involved in social activities.
Level 4 comprises patients who are engaged in full-time
or part-time employment. The activity performance capacity was evaluated with the Karnofsky Performance
Index [17], which features 11 response options that indicate functional status on a 0–100 point scale: 0 indicates
dead, 10 indicates dying, and 100 indicates normal, no
complaints. A score greater than 70 indicates a patient is
able to “carry on normal activity” [18].
Current exercise status consisted of seven items (e.g.,
How often do you exercise). Current usage status consisted
of three items (e.g., Do you use a smartphone currently?).
Willingness and barriers to using physical activity apps included four items (e.g., If there were a physical activity
app designed for chronic disease patients like you, would
you use it?). We developed the questionnaire based on the
review of related studies [19, 20]. To ensure validity, we
pilot tested the questionnaire using two complementary
approaches. First, the questionnaire was evaluated by five
experts in nursing informatics, and we made modifications based on their suggestions. Second, we pilot
tested the questionnaire with 20 patients. Based on
their responses, we made minor adjustments to the
questionnaire.
Data collection procedure

One of the authors (CJ) was available when the questionnaire was distributed to the patients in the four
mentioned outpatient departments during the 2-month
period so that any of their questions could be answered.
Explanations and clarifications were provided when necessary to ensure that respondents were clear about the
aim of each question item. Responding to the questionnaire took each respondent approximately 15 min.
Data analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated for all items.
Percentages and frequencies were evaluated for categorical variables, and means and standard deviation
were determined for continuous variables. For all statistical tests, a p-value below 0.05 was considered statistically significant. A chi-squared test was conducted
to analyze differences between (1) physical activity
app users and non-users and (2) willingness to use
apps and reluctance to use apps. SPSS version 16.0
was used to analyze the data.
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Ethical consent

This study was approved by the Capital Medical University
Ethical Committee. A statement of consent was included
with a brief description of the study in the introduction to
the questionnaire, and the consent of participants was implied by the completion and return of the questionnaire,
which was confidential and anonymous.

Results
Demographic and health characteristics

Questionnaires were completed by 218 of the 250 patients
(i.e., 87.2% response rate) who were approached to take
the survey. Demographic characteristics of the participants are summarized in Table 1. Participants were aged
20–69 (44.60 ± 9.44) years, their BMI was 17.21–31.25
(23.39 ± 2.65) kg/m2, and their Karnofsky Performance
Index was 70–100 (73.39 ± 13.69). Additionally, 83.0% of
the participants displayed a level 4 self-care ability; 17.0%
displayed a level 3 self-care ability.
Current exercise status and usage of smartphone apps

At the time of completing the survey, 92.7% of the respondents were using a smartphone, 34.9% had a history
of physical activity app use, 18.8% were current users of
a physical activity app, 65.1% had not used a physical activity app, and 72% knew about wearable devices. Table 1
shows the statistically significant differences among the
demographic characteristics. Participants were divided
into two groups according to whether or not they had
used physical activity apps. Availability and use of mobile devices presents itself differently within different
age groups (χ2 = 16.524, p ≤ 0.001); moreover, the difference between employment status and usage of physical
activity apps was statistically significant (χ2 = 14.779,
p ≤ 0.001).
Willingness to use physical activity app for their health

53.7% of the participants were willing to use physical
activity apps, 43.1% reported use of the app would depend on their condition, and only 3.2% were reluctant to
use an app. Participants were divided into two groups
according to their willingness to use physical activity
apps (see Table 2). The willingness to use a physical activity app demonstrated statistically significant differences between age, education level, current smartphone
user, having previous experience using physical activity
apps, belief in the need to exercise, believing their disease required exercise instruction and support, belief in
a need to monitor physical status when doing exercise,
and an acceptance of a fee for apps (p < 0.05).
Barriers for users and perceived barriers for non-users

We also found that 46.0% (i.e., 35/76) of the physical activity users gave up on using physical activity apps. The
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Table 1 Physical Activity App Usage by Chronic Disease Patients vis-à-vis Individual Factors
Individual Factors

Frequency n (%)

Physical Activity App Usage
Yes (n = 76)

No (n = 142)

χ2

p

0.226

0.634

16.324

<0.001

2.667

0.102

3.773

0.052

14.779

< 0.001

0.007

0.934

4.137

0.388

10.311

0.016

1.760

0.415

3.174

0.075

3.530

0.060

0.768

0.420

Sex
Male

85 (39.0)

28 (36.8)

5 (40.1)

Female

133 (61.0)

48 (63.2)

57 (59.9)

≤44

89 (40.8)

45 (59.2)

44 (31.0)

>44

129 (69.2)

31 (40.8)

98 (69.0)

Age (years)

Marriage status
Married

179 (82.1)

58 (76.3)

12 (85.2)

Others

39 (17.9)

18 (23.7)

21 (14.8)

Primary/secondary

73 (33.4)

19 (25.0)

54 (38.0)

Diploma/degree

145 (66.5)

57 (75.0)

88 (62.0)

Education

Employment status
Yes

172 (78.9)

71 (93.4)

101 (71.1)

No

46 (21.1)

5 (6.6)

41 (28.9)

≤24

134 (61.5)

47 (61.8)

87 (61.3)

>24

84 (38.5)

29 (38.2)

55 (38.7)

BMI

Medical diagnosis
Cardiovascular

71 (32.6)

20 (28.2)

51 (78.1)

Cerebrovascular

27 (12.4)

11 (40.7)

16 (59.3)

Respiratory

64 (29.4)

27 (42.2)

37 (57.8)

DM

33 (15.1)

12 (36.4)

21 (63.6)

More than one

23 (10.5)

6 (26.1)

17 (73.9)

Exercise frequency
None/seldom

48 (22.0)

8 (10.5)

40 (28.2)

Occasionally

63 (28.9)

22 (28.9)

41 (28.9)

1–2 times/week

44 (20.2)

20 (26.3)

24 (16.9)

3–4 times/week

63 (28.9)

26 (34.2)

37 (26.1)

<30 min

64 (29.4)

19 (25.0)

45 (31.7)

30–60 min

99 (45.4)

39 (51.3)

60 (42.3)

>60 min

55 (25.2)

18 (23.7)

37 (26.1)

Exercise time

Perceiving their chronic disease need doing reasonable exercises
Yes

159 (72.9)

61 (80.3)

98 (69.0)

No

59 (27.1)

15 (19.7)

44 (31.0)

Perceiving their chronic disease need exercise instructions
Yes

113 (51.8)

46 (60.5)

67 (47.2)

No

105 (48.2)

30 (39.5)

75 (52.8)

Yes

78 (35.8)

26 (34.2)

52 (36.6)

No

140 (64.2)

50 (65.8)

90 (63.4)

Need reminders to doing exercise
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Table 1 Physical Activity App Usage by Chronic Disease Patients vis-à-vis Individual Factors (Continued)
Need monitor physical status when doing exercise
Yes

148 (67.9)

55 (72.4)

93 (65.5)

No

70 (32.1)

21 (27.6)

49 (32.1)

1.074

0.300

2.115

0.146

0.819

0.025

Perceiving their chronic disease need professional support
Yes

156 (71.6)

59 (77.6)

97 (68.3)

No

62 (28.4)

17 (22.4)

45 (31.7)

Yes

26 (11.9)

7 (9.2)

19 (13.4)

No

192 (88.1)

69 (90.8)

123 (86.6)

Acceptance of charged apps

reasons for this were (1) insufficient
extra cost (48.6%), security (42.9%),
(40.0%), and extra data cost (37.1%).
perceived barriers of chronic disease
physical activity apps see Table 3.

function (62.9%),
difficulty to use
The barriers and
patients to using

Discussion
Current usage

The majority (92.7%) of participants owned a smartphone, which may be explained because our survey was
conducted in the capital city and economic center of
China. Nielsen estimates that the rate of smartphone
penetration in China is increasing exponentially, especially in urban areas, which exhibited a rise to over 90%
penetration in 2015 [21]. Because our participants were
representative of the typical patient population in a tertiary care hospital in urban Beijing, which is similar to
the patient population in other major Chinese cities in
China (i.e., patients from suburbs typically seek care in
the central urban areas of the cities), we can assume that
smartphone ownership in large cities across the county
parallels the ownership trends in Beijing.
Few studies—in either China or the West—specifically have examined the use of smartphone physical activity apps. Our results reveal a statistically significance
difference between usage of physical activity apps and
age (χ2 = 16.524, p < 0.001) as well as employment
status (χ2 = 14.779, p < 0.001). The data presented in
Table 1 indicate that patients under 44 years old who
are still working (full- or part-time) are likely to use
physical activity apps. Similarly, Davies et al. found that
younger participants (i.e., < 44 years of age) are positive to
use apps compared to the older participants and explained
that younger individuals are accustomed to mobile technology and more reliant on it for conducting daily
activities [22]. To fully realize the potential of mobile technologies in a health care context, the needs of the middleaged and the elderly need to be carefully addressed in all
strategies relating to mobile technology in a healthcare
context.

Willingness to use

More than half (53.7%) of our participants reported their
willingness to utilize physical activity apps designed for
chronic disease patients. This suggests that Chinese
health educators could promote such apps to chronic
disease patients to not only encourage them to exercise,
but also enable them to receive and share useful information, which could further promote self-management
of physical activities. This mirrors the results of similar
studies in Western countries. For example, Winter et al.
argues that the evidence base is sufficiently promising to
encourage the patients who want to use mobile technologies and cellphone apps to increase their physical
activity [23], and Vandelanotte et al. show that this is the
case in Australia [24].
Another statistically significant (p < 0.05) trend that
emerged was that individuals more likely to use physical
activity apps are younger (i.e., < 44 years of age), more
educated, current smartphone users, have used physical
activity apps, and can accept paying for apps; moreover,
they believe that (1) they need to exercise, (2) their disease requires exercise instruction and support, and (3)
they need monitor their physical status when doing exercise. Past studies (e.g., Davies et al. and Lee et al.) also
have demonstrated that, compared to the elderly (i.e.,
65 years of age), younger (i.e., < 44 years of age) individuals demonstrate a higher likelihood of using mHealth
apps and technology [22, 25]. Although a growing number of mHealth apps currently are being made available
to support the patients in both China and Western
countries, such apps may not be designed to account for
age-specific requirements.
Our participants reported being more willing to use
apps promoted by healthcare professionals, which is
echoed in the literature. For example, Boudreaux et al.
[26] assert that mHealth apps developed by healthcare
organizations boast higher patient ratings and higher patient comfort scores [26], and Visser et al. recommends
that medical professionals should be involved during all
stages of app development [27]. Through a survey of
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Table 2 The Willingness of Chronic Disease Patients to Use Physical Activity Apps vis-à-vis Individual Factors
Individual Factors

Willingness to Use Physical Activity Apps (n, %)
Yes (n = 117)

No/Uncertain (n = 101)

Male (85)

41 (35.0)

44 (43.6)

Female (133)

76 (65.0)

57 (56.4)

≤44 (89)

60 (51.3)

29 (28.7)

>44 (129)

57 (48.7)

72 (71.3)

Married (179)

94 (80.3)

85 (84.2)

Others (39)

23 (19.7)

16 (15.8)

Primary (73)

32 (27.4)

41 (40.6)

Diploma/degree (145)

85 (72.6)

60 (59.4)

Yes (172)

98 (83.8)

74 (73.3)

No (46)

19 (16.2)

27 (26.7)

Standard (134)

76 (65.0)

58 (57.4)

Overweight (84)

41 (35.0)

43 (42.6)

Cardiovascular (71)

33 (46.5)

38 (53.5)

Cerebrovascular (27)

15 (55.6)

12 (44.4)

χ2

p

1.65

0.198

11.42

0.001

0.53

0.463

4.26

0.045

3.58

0.058

1.29

0.255

2.62

0.624

9.92

0.019

3.30

0.192

5.70

0.020

16.40

< 0.001

5.49

0.019

Sex

Age (years)

Marriage status

Education

Employment status

BMI

Medical Diagnosis

Respiratory (64)

38 (59.4)

26 (40.6)

DM (33)

19 (57.6)

14 (42.4)

More than one (23)

12 (52.2)

11 (47.8)

Exercise Frequency
None/seldom (48)

21 (17.9)

27 (26.7)

Occasionally (63)

27 (23.1)

36 (35.6)

1–2 times/week (44)

28 (23.9)

16 (15.8)

3–4 times/week (63)

41 (35.0)

22 (34.9)

29 (24.8)

35 (34.7)

Exercise time
<30mins (64)
30–60mins (99)

54 (46.2)

45 (44.6)

>60mins (55)

34 (29.1)

21 (20.8)

Yes (202)

113 (96.6)

89 (88.1)

No (16)

4 (3.4)

12 (11.9)

Yes (76)

55 (47.0)

21 (20.8)

No (142)

62 (53.0)

80 (79.2)

Smartphone user

Had used physical activity apps

Perceiving their chronic disease need reasonable doing exercises
Yes (159)

93 (79.5)

66 (65.3)

No (59)

24 (20.5)

35 (34.7)
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Table 2 The Willingness of Chronic Disease Patients to Use Physical Activity Apps vis-à-vis Individual Factors (Continued)
Perceiving their chronic disease need exercise instructions
Yes (113)

75 (64.1)

38 (37.6)

No (105)

42 (35.9)

63 (62.4)

15.22

< 0.001

16.60

< 0.001

0.78

0.429

11.33

0.001

4.47

0.038

Perceiving their chronic disease need professional support
Yes (156)

96 (82.1)

60 (59.4)

No (62)

21 (17.9)

41 (40.6)

Yes (78)

43 (36.8)

35 (34.7)

No (140)

74 (63.2)

66 (65.3)

Need encourage when doing exercise

Need monitor physical status when doing exercise
Yes (148)

91 (61.5)

57 (56.4)

No (70)

26 (22.2)

44 (43.6)

Yes (26)

19 (16.2)

7 (6.9)

No (192)

98 (83.8)

94 (93.1)

Acceptance of charged apps

middle-aged male patients, Illiger et al. discovered that
the majority considered intervention technology more
acceptable if doctors use the devices to illustrate
something (e.g., using the device for patient education
and providing or illustrating information) [19], Moreover, Davies et al. report that the general population
is willing to receive training on using apps from pharmacists for medicine adherence [22], Although these
studies report primarily on medicine adherence mobile apps usage, they do shed light on the use of
physical activity apps.
Patients benefit from the involvement of medical professionals; however, healthcare researchers in Western
contexts are concerned about how current smartphone
applications tend to lack medical professional involvement and peer review [28], and the same situation is
occurring in China. For example, Xiao et al. [29] reveals
that there is little evidence of the involvement of health
professional in the formation of the CVD-related apps
available in China. Concerns such as these combined
with our results may provide recommendation strategies
for the future oversight and design of physical activity
apps for Chinese patients.

Moreover, concerns about using mobile technologies
in a medical context are often associated with whether
or not patients are familiar with using mobile devices,
which is influenced by access to such a device [19],
Therefore, widespread ownership of smartphones and
use of apps plays a role in the use of this technology in
health care. Moreover, we found that the willingness to
use a physical activity app was associated with increased
education, which suggests that more education allows
for an easier acceptance of new ways of doing things.
For example, Krebs et al. [20], demonstrate that, in the
United States, having downloaded a health app is associated with not only having greater than an high school
education, but also younger age and higher income;
moreover, other demographics (e.g., ethnicity and gender) are contributors [30]. Furthermore, the suggestions
given to patients by healthcare professionals on using
such technology also may contribute to the patients’
proclivity of using the apps [28].
Barriers for users and perceived barriers for non-users

In our study, insufficient function, security, and extra
cost were the top barriers to using physical activity apps

Table 3 The Barriers and/or Perceived Barriers of Chronic Disease Patients to Using Physical Activity Apps
Physical Activity App Usage (n, %)

χ2

p

7.601

0.006

Survey Item

Total (n, %) 218

1. Functions do not meet needs (i.e., function is insufficient).

107 (49.1)

2. It is not easy to use (i.e., difficulty to use).

103 (47.2)

29 (38.2)

74 (52.1)

3.868

0.049

3. There is an extra fee to use the app (i.e., extra cost).

91 (41.7)

31 (40.8)

60 (42.3)

0.044

0.835

4. Worried about personal information disclosure (i.e., security).

81 (37.2)

31 (40.8)

50 (35.2)

0.660

0.252

5. Using apps will use more mobile plan data (i.e., extra data cost).

58 (26.6)

27 (35.5)

31 (21.8)

4.755

0.029

Yes (n = 76)

No (n = 142)

47 (61.8)

60 (42.3)
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among users, while difficulty to use, insufficient function, and extra cost were the top perceived barriers
among non-users. That 61.8% of the physical activity
app users considered insufficient function the top barriers reveals that the physical activity apps currently
available may not satisfy the needs of chronic disease
patients. Performing content analysis about available
physical activity apps, King et al. found that, despite an
explosion of cellphone apps targeting physical activity
and health behaviors, few of the apps are based on theoretical constructs and empirical evidence; therefore,
apps must take measurable parameters into consideration such as quantified goal-setting, behavioral feedback, and problem solving around barriers to behavioral
change [31]. In addition, in a similar study examining user
preferences of physical activity apps, Rabin and Bock
recommend integrating the following features into healthrelated apps: automatic tracking, progress toward physical
activity goals, music features, incorporates several types of
exercise, well-documented features and user-friendly interfaces. Chronic disease patients may have specific needs
concerning app functionality comparing to general users,
which suggests that subsequent research could target the
design of physical activity apps to particular users (e.g.,
cardiovascular disease patients) [32].
Another interesting finding was that although 47.2% of
our participants reported difficulty of use as one of main
barriers to using physical activity apps, more non-app users
were concerned about this than app users (χ2 = 3.868,
p = 0.049). Similarly, Illiger et al. report that clinical
staff worry that devices might be too complicated for patients to use in a health context [19]. Perhaps current
physical activity apps are easier to use than non-app users
think, which is something health educators who are interested in using apps to promote physical activity among
chronic disease patients can consider.
Our results indicate that one of the major issues with
physical activity apps in the Chinese context is the concern over data security, which also is an issue in the
Western context. For example, Boulos et al. argue that a
fundamental issue with mHealth apps is not only their
ability to collect and transmit personal information including health status, but also who has access to this
data [33]. This is demonstrated in Illiger et al. [19] who
report that their patients worried about data protection
when physicians using mobile devices—roughly every
fifth participant did not want his or her doctors to save
or process their individual health related data on a mobile device. In light of these concerns, some researchers
have integrated information quality evaluation scales,
such as the Silberg scale and the MARS scale, into their
evaluation of the usefulness and information quality of
the applications in question [29, 34, 35]. Moreover, other
researchers have highlighted the paucity of regulation and
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data security issues surrounding patient apps [28, 29],
which begs the question about the role governmental
bodies could play in regulating health apps to ensure the
security of the associated patient data.
Our participants also reported that being charged
extra fees for using apps was a concern, and this concern was larger for current app users than non-users
(χ2 = 4.755, p = 0.029). In the Western context, Krebs
and Duncan reported that nearly half of their app
users stopped using some health apps because of high
data use and other hidden costs [20]. These practical
barriers to using health apps reveal several concerns
that need to be addressed in subsequent study in
both China and Western countries.
Our findings raise a number of clinical implications for
patients living with chronic diseases. Mobile health realized via smartphones and their apps is a new technological
modality that empowers individuals to manage their
chronic diseases, facilitates rehabilitation programs, assists
clinicians with making medical diagnoses, facilitates outreach efforts in developing countries [35], all of which can
make the utilization of healthcare resources more efficient. Our data reveal that Chinese patients comprise a
potentially huge user cohort for mHealth via smartphone
applications, as not only the number of users of mobile
devices and wireless, but also the number of patients with
chronic diseases rapidly increases. Moreover, our survey
demonstrates that Chinese patients possess similar
concerns with Western patients about using smartphone
applications (i.e., safety), which run in parallel with the
growing concerns of healthcare workers, health promoters, and practitioners in related disciplines about the
design, clinical suitability, and information quality of these
apps. Furthermore, as a result of regulatory policies and
language differences, Chinese patients are unable to access
particular applications that are commonly accessible in
Western countries, and this should alert health researchers and healthcare worker to place more effort in
creating and introducing more effective mHealth applications for smartphones in the Chinese healthcare context.

Conclusion
Physical inactivity is not only a common risk factor for
most of chronic diseases (e.g., cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and cancer), but also becoming a significant public
health concern worldwide. To minimize this risk factor,
physical activity interventions are being developed and disseminated among patients. Smartphone apps are promising
vehicles for delivering physical activity interventions. The
results of this study, one of the first to evaluated the current
use, willingness to use, and perceived barriers to using
physical activity apps among Chinese chronic disease patients, provide some insight into the opinions of these patients vis-à-vis the design and function of physical activity
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apps. Our results suggest that the acceptance and uptake of
physical activity apps is dependent upon a constellation of
factors concerning not only the patient (e.g., age and education level) but also the app and the intervention (e.g., appropriate promotion, education strategies, and functions).
Our findings, and the scarcity of literature on the matter,
emphasize the need for further research concerning the use
of mobile devices in medical settings, in both China and
Western countries, to fully realize the potential that mobile
technologies can offer medicine, while respecting the needs
and concerns of the users. Moreover, our findings have
implications for healthcare professionals working to improving the management of physical activity and chronic
disease management in China and elsewhere. Subsequent
study can target not only apps designed for a specific intervention or area of application, but also what makes these
apps attractive for potential patients or prevents potential
users from using them.

Strengths and limitations
The study has several limitations. The first is its limited
participant sample drawn from a single tertiary hospital in
Beijing. Because the number of users of smartphones in
metropolitan areas in China such as Being is larger than the
number in outlying suburban and rural areas, our Beijingbased participant sample constrains the generalizability of
our results. The second is a methodological limitation: we
recruited participants relative to four chronic diseases, and
the needs of these patients—along with their barriers to
physical activity—likely differ across the four diseases.
Therefore, our results only provide a general picture of
chronic disease patients in China, and subsequent studies
could investigate patients suffering a single chronic disease
to elucidate the specific needs and barriers associated with
these patients vis-à-vis smartphone health apps. The third
limitation results from our cross-sectional data. Although
data of this sort is helpful in examining the physical activity
app usage of our participants at one point in time, it cannot
account for how patients are likely to change their use patterns overtime, which points to the need for a subsequent
longitudinal study. Last but not least, a self-reported survey
was used, which raises questions about the reliability of the
instrument and the data collected. For example, our survey
instrument lacked open-ended items that could gain more
specific information from respondents about, like why they
perceived the function of current physical activity apps
to be insufficient. Nevertheless, the strength of this study
is that it is among the first to investigate the potential of
physical activity app to promote a healthy lifestyle among
Chinese chronic disease patients. As such, it provides
useful information for recognizing the facilitators and barriers to the use of smartphone apps among this patient
population, which can lay the groundwork for the future
conceptualization of new applications.
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Additional file
Additional file 1: Survey of Physical Activity App Use Among Chronic
Disease Patients (English Version). The questionnaire describes the
participants’ demographic profile, patient health status and current status
of doing exercise, current status of using activity apps, and willingness of
and barriers to using physical activity apps. (PDF 138 kb)
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